
 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #1 - STARDUST 

 

START POSITION: Sitting on chair outside the shooting area, both hands on knees. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun - chamber empty.  PCC - Option 2 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING  

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

16 

80 

 

0 

7 

2 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #2 - SLOW DOWN 

 

START POSITION: Standing outside the shooting area, both heels touching mark. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded - Option 1 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING  

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

30 

150 

 

0 

12 

6 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #3 - HEAD HUNTER 

 

START POSITION: Standing outside the shooting area, both heels touching mark. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded - Option 1 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING  

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

22 

110 

 

0 

8 

3 

3 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #4 - MadMax 

 

START POSITION: Standing inside the shooting area, both heels touching mark. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded - Option 1 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING  

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

24 

120 

 

0 

11 

2 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #5 - PARKING LOT 

 

START POSITION: Standing anywhere in designed area. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC option 1 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING  

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

25 

125 

 

0 

12 

1 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #6 - NAME HAVE BEEN CHANGED 

 

START POSITION: Standing Outside the shooting area, both heels touching mark. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded, option 1. 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING  

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

18 

90 

 

0 

8 

2 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #7 - HARD DAY 

 

START POSITION: Standing Outside the shooting area, both heels touching mark. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded - Option 1 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING: COMSTOCK 

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

31 

155 

 

0 

14 

3 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #8 - GEAR UP FOR 

 

START POSITION: Standing Outside the shooting area, both heels touching mark. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC option 1 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING: COMSTOCK 

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

24 

120 

 

0 

11 

2 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #9 - FIRE ON 

 

START POSITION: Standing on mark inside the shooting area. 

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded, option 1. 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING : COMSTOCK 

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

15 

75 

 

0 

7 

1 

0 



 

USPSA OAKLEY Challenge 2020 

Stage #10 - "CM 09-08 Crackerjack" 

 

START POSITION:  Standing centered in the shooting area, hands on the marks.  

GUN READY CONDITION: Handgun loaded and holstered. PCC loaded, option 1. 

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, engage targets from within the fault lines. 

SCORING: COMSTOCK 

 

ROUNDS:                        

POINTS:                         

  PAPER TARGETS         

IPSC:                        

USPSA:                         

POPPERS:                       

PLATES:                          

RULES 

A shooter who fires shots while completely outside (both 
feet out and touching the ground) a shooting area is de-
emed to have gained a significant advantage and will be 
given one penalty for each shot fired until presence is re-
established in a shooting area.   

If a competitor starts and fires shots while completely out-
side a shooting area, foot fault penalties will apply as 
above. No penalty is assessed if a competitor does not 
fire any shots while faulting. Having at least one foot in a 
shooting area and nothing touching outside the shooting 
area is required to re-establish presence in a shooting 
area. 

12 

60 

 

0 

6 

0 

0 


